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Self-builder: A professional seller?
In Grandmaître c. Lacombe (2016 QCCS 2216), the Superior Court held that a selfbuilder who sold an immovable was not a professional seller and consequently could
invoke a clause excluding the legal warranty against hidden defects. The Court of Appeal recently aﬃrmed this decision in Grandmaître c. Lacombe (2018 QCCA 651).
The respondents sold to the appellants
a co age that they built, and lived in for
eight years. The sellers had previously
built and sold other buildings a er having lived in them. A er the sale, the
buyers found small cracks and a bulge
on the acrylic coa ng of the building.
One of the sellers replied that this could
easily be repaired. Relying on the
sellers’ representa ons, the buyers did
not have the building inspected prior to
the purchase. The sale was concluded
and the contract contained a clause
providing that the sale was made
“without legal warranty and at the risk
and peril of the purchaser” [our translaon]. A few months later, the buyers
discovered that the structure of the
building had deteriorated. Accordingly,
they ﬁled a claim for repair costs and
damages.
The Superior Court found that the buyers acted in a prudent and diligent man-

ner in the circumstances and that a prepurchase inspec on would not have
revealed the defects. The Court also
found that they proved that there were
latent defects prior to the sale.
The Superior Court had to determine
whether the legal guarantee could be
excluded. The Court ﬁrst recognized the
validity of such exclusions in that ar cle
1733 par 2 CCQ provides that the seller
may exclude his liability when the buyer
buys “at his own risk from a seller who
is not a professional seller”. Thus, the
Court had to decide the status of the
sellers. A er reviewing the evidence,
the Court concluded that the sellers
were not “professional sellers”, and
could therefore exclude the warranty.
Since the sellers did not commi ed
fraud, the buyers' claim was dismissed.
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sellers “had prac cally none of the characteris cs of a professional seller or a
manufacturer” [our transla on]. In fact,
the following facts were conclusive according to the Court of Appeal:

• The sellers built only two homes over a
20-year period and lived in them con nuously;

• The seller was not a contractor and did
not hold any skill cards;

Finally, the Court of Appeal pointed out
that “the status of a ‘professional seller’
cannot be based solely on a single element — the number of residences
built — but is based on a more global
analysis.” [our transla on]

• Construc on was not his “usual occupaon”, or his secondary one; the seller had
a full- me job during all of those years;

• They did not intend to resell the buildings
to quickly to make a proﬁt.
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